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the device and web app seems pretty sweet, but not really easy to use. the interface is well laid out, although on
my high-res tablet, there were plenty of horizontal headers that took up quite a bit of space, preventing me from
doing a lot of thing at once. i can't try it out for my own, but from what i've seen in the videos it looks slick and

easy to use. riffstation is relatively simple, and not requiring users to set it up before they can use it. the
application detects the song you want to play at launch, and then you'll be presented with a graphic that shows
the chords for the current bar. you simply slide your finger across the fretboard to select the notes you want to

play, and the chord viewer responds with the instrument's actual notes, and the fingerboard diagram -- which you
can move around the fretboard and zoom in and out of using the touch screen. all you need to know is that the

neck is straight. furthermore, you can change the range of the chord to anything from scale notes up to as much
as a perfect fifth, and you can also choose the octave of the scale (major, minor or the user-defined). there's a

tutorial to help get you started, so you can start playing notes one-by-one if you're a novice, or you can go from a
to d in just one bar if you're experienced. jam master is more useful than the chord viewer, and works in a more
intuitive fashion. you can select an individual part of a song from a gui by tapping over the parts of the song you

want to adjust (though any repeats in the song must be deleted), and then slow down the music so you can
practice your solo at a comfortable speed. you can also play along with the song using a conventional backing

track, selecting the correct notes and changing octave if necessary.
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the jam master is a tool for beginners, says gainza.
it's a simple and elegant approach to learning new

songs and refining your playing. if you're just a
beginning guitarist, this is the tool for you. you just

listen to the tab and press notes down with your
fingers. it can even show you which notes to pick

to accommodate with what the tablature suggests.
the jam master is a tool for those who are getting
the hang of the guitar, and want to take the next
step. for more advanced players, the riffstation
adds the leverage of the jam master with the

power of the analyzer. if you know how to play a
song, you can learn to analyze a song, says

gainza. it's a nice, simple tool that sounds a lot like
its music creation counterpart. riff builder

generates a multitrack recording of the selected
region in the type of recording that you select,
which you then play back. from there, you can

select any sound card or recording software that
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will play the sounds you select and create as many
versions of the backing track as you like. it works
pretty well, too. the riffstation community sounds
like one of the best things about the software. not

only are you supporting the company and its
developers by buying the software, you'll be

supporting the creation of a growing community of
users who may someday contribute to the next

version of the application. the free download
version of riffstation will be updated periodically.
there is nothing stopping anyone from releasing a
new version, and the community will probably do
so in partnership with the developers. we will wait
and see if they bring us any new features, but if

they do, you'll probably want to get in first.
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